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Abstract
TheCaFe0.7Co0.3O3 single crystal was grown for the first time by a two-stepmethod and itsmagnetism
andmagnetocaloric effect were investigated. This compound experiences a second-order para-
magnetism-to-ferromagnetism transition in awide temperature windowbetween 200 and 150 Kdue
to the presence ofmultiple ferromagnetic interactions. Since the spin entropy is gradually released
above the ferromagnetic Curie temperature (∼177 K), no sharp λ-type anomaly is observed in specific
heat. On the basis ofmagnetizationmeasurements, however, a considerable entropy change is found
in this perovskite oxide.More interesting, this compound exhibits a broadeningworking temperature,
and a significant refrigerant capacity (∼355 J kg−1 at 6 T)which is comparable with those found in
some giantmagnetocaloric alloys withfirst-ordermagnetic transitions. The present study therefore
provides an example on how to enhance the refrigerant capacity by extending theworking
temperature ofmagnetocaloricmaterial.

1. Introduction

Magnetic refrigeration is a promising technologywith the potential to replace conventional gas compression
refrigeration duo to the advantages in energy efficiency, environment friendliness, and compact assembling etc
[1–3].Magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is the basis formagnetic refrigeration technology. The applying of an
externalmagnetic field can decrease the spin entropy and therefore the heat will be delivered fromamagnetic
system to environment in an isothermal process. On the other hand, when themagnetic field is removed
adiabatically,magnetic spins tend to randomize, giving rise to an increase in themagnetic entropy and a decrease
in the lattice entropy and thus lowering the temperature of the system [4, 5]. The refrigerant capacity (RC) is an
important quality factor for a refrigerantmaterial, which determines the amount of heat transfer between the

cold and hot reservoirs in an ideal refrigeration cycle. The RC is defined as ∫ Δ= − S TRC d ,
T

T
M

1

2
whereT1 andT2

are the temperatures corresponding to both sides of the half-maximumvalue of a temperature dependent
entropy change (ΔSM) peak. So it is desirable to combine a largeΔSMwith awideworking temperature for a
promisingMCEmaterial in practical applications. At present, giantΔSMvalues have been found in several
material systems such asGd5(Si2Ge2) [6], Ni2MnGa [7], andMnAs [8], etc.However, the giant entropy changes
are often originated from afirst-ordermagnetic transition associatedwith a structural phase transition. The
narrowworking temperature aswell as the thermal andmagnetic hysteresis severely limits the potential
applications. Althoughmuch attention has been paid to searchMCEmaterials with largeΔSM, it is relatively
little known on how to extend theworking temperature to enhance the refrigerant capacity.

ABO3 perovskite is a kind of very important functionalmaterials. Since the crystal structures and the A-B
ionic combinations are quiteflexible, perovskite compounds show awide variety of intriguing physical
properties [9, 10]. For example, interestingmagnetocaloric properties were found inMn-based perovskites [11–
13]. CaFeO3 perovskite has attracted lots of interests due to the unique charge-disproportion transition of Fe

4+

ions (2Fe4+→ Fe3+ + Fe5+) aswell as the peculiar spiral spin structure [14, 15].WhenCo is used to partially
substitute Fe, themagnetismof CaFe1−xCoxO3 solid solutionwill change from antiferromagnetismwith x< 0.2
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to ferromagnetismwith x> 0.2. Because the ferromagnetic (FM) ordering in this family is related tomultiple
double exchange interactions between Fe andCo ions as well as between Fe/Co ions and ligand holes [16–19], a
broader FM transition temperature region is possible to occur inCo-dopedCaFeO3magnets, which is favorable
to enhance the RCby increasing theworking temperature. InCa/SrFe1−xCoxO3 family, a single-crystal sample
usually shows a larger saturated spinmoment than the related polycrystalline sample [18, 19].We therefore
preparedCaFe0.7Co0.3O3 (CFCO) single crystal for the first time and a considerableMCEwas found in this
perovskite compound.

2. Experimental details

Oxygen stoichiometric CaFe0.7Co0.3O3 single crystal was grownby a two-stepmethod [18, 19]. As thefirst step,
oxygen-deficient polycrystalline sample CaFe0.7Co0.3O2.5 with brownmillerite-type structure was prepared by a
conventional solid-state reactionmethod [16], and thenCaFe0.7Co0.3O2.5 single crystal was grownby using a
lamp-image-type floating-zone systemwithCaFeO2.5 single crystal as a seed. Secondly, the obtained
CaFe0.7Co0.3O2.5 single crystal was treated in a cubic-anvil-type high pressure apparatus at 6.0GPa and 1073 K
for 30 minwith the presence of KClO4 oxidant. By combining these ambient and high pressure synthesis
techniques, a CFCO single crystal with 3 mm in diameter and 4 mm in lengthwas obtained. Thermogravimetric
analysis confirmed the stoichiometry of oxygen content for the as-made single crystal.

The phase puritywas checked by powder x-ray diffraction using a Rigaku diffractometer withCu-Kα
radiation (40 kV, 300 mA). The quality of single crystal was identified by Laue diffraction. Themagnetic
susceptibility andmagnetization (M) weremeasured using aQuantumDesign vibrating samplemagnetometer.
The resistivity and heat capacity (CP) data were collectedwith aQuantumDesign physical property
measurement system.

3. Results and discussion

The x-ray powder diffraction shows that CFCO single crystal crystallizes to an orthorhombic GdFeO3-type
perovskite structure with lattice parameters a= 5.323 Å, b= 5.312 Å, and c= 7.516 Å. The cell volume is a little
smaller than that of the parent compoundCaFeO3 due to partial substitution of Fe

4+ byCo4+ ionswith a smaller
ionic radius [14, 20]. Unfortunately, however, for this orthorhombic compoundwith a≈ b, the obtained single
crystal is highly twinned as found inCaFeO3 single crystal [21]. Therefore, amoderate crystal with a random
planewas used for the presentMCE study.

Figure 1(a) shows the temperature dependence ofmagnetic susceptibilitymeasured atmagnetic field
H= 0.1 T in zero-field-cooled (ZFC) andfield-cooled (FC)modes. BothZFC and FC curves show a
paramagnetic (PM) to FM transition in awider temperature region between 200 and 150 K. Based on the
temperature derivative of the ZFCmagnetic susceptibility (figure 1(a)), the FMCurie temperature (TC)was
assigned to be about 177 K. As shown infigure 1(b), the inverse susceptibility above 250 K can bewellfitted by
theCurie–Weiss law, producing theCurie constantC= 3.38 emuKmolOe−1 and theWeiss constant θ= 206 K.
The positiveWeiss constant is in agreement with the FM interactions. According to theCurie constant, the fitted
effectivemoment is μeff = 5.20 μB f.u.

−1. InCaFeO3 and SrFe1−xCoxO3 solid solution, high-spin and
intermediate-spin configurationswere assigned to Fe4+ andCo4+ ions, respectively [14, 18, 19]. If identical spin
configurations are considered in the present CFCO, the spin-only effectivemoment in theory should be
4.62 μB f.u.

−1. This value is a little smaller than the fitted one probably due to the presence of some orbital
moment of Co4+ ions as found in SrFe1−xCoxO3bymagnetic circular x-ray dichroismmeasurements [22].

The broader PM-FM transition is further confirmed by specific heat and electric transportmeasurements.
As shown infigure 2(a), nearTC, a broadeningCP hump instead of a sharp λ-type anomaly, which is usually
presented for a long-range second-ordermagnetic phase transition, is observed in the temperature dependence
of specific heat inCFCO. This observation can be attributed to that the spin entropy is partially releasedwell
aboveTC due to the presence of some short-range FM interactions probably occurred between Fe andCo ions
and/or between Fe/Co ions and oxygen holes on account of the negative p-d charge transfer energy discovered in
the perovskite oxides with unusually high Fe4+ andCo4+ ions [23, 24]. Correspondingly, one cannot find
coherent anomaly in electric transport atTC. As shown infigure 2(b), the resistivity experiences a smooth
changewith temperature acrossTC. This behavior is different from that of SrCoO3, where a resistivity anomaly is
found near the FMCurie temperature [18].Whenmagnetic field is used, however, the resistivity of CFCO is
considerably decreased in awider temperature region centered atTC (figures 2(b) and (c)). As a result, a negative
magnetoresistance effect (MR= [ρ(H)− ρ(0)]/ρ(0) × 100%) is obtained thanks to the reduction of spin
fluctuation and spin scattering under field, as reported inmany other ferromagneticmetals [25, 26]. As shown in
figure 2(c), themaximumMRvalue (∼−13%) is clearly observed aroundTC.
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Note that in addition to the presence ofmultiplemagnetic interactions, other effects such as imperfect and
inhomogeneous crystalmay also lead to broad transitions inmagnetism, electricity and specific heat etc. In order
tofigure out this question, we prepared a high-quality SrFe0.8Co0.2O3 single crystal with a simple cubic
perovskite structure [19].Ourmeasurement results show that SrFe0.8Co0.2O3 exhibits very similar phase
transitions inmagnetism and transport properties with those of CFCO. As an example, the specific heat of
SrFe0.8Co0.2O3 single crystal was shown in the inset offigure 2(a), and a broad humpwas also observed near the
Curie temperature (∼250 K).We therefore conclude that the cooperated effects ofmultiple FM interactions
instead of sample quality should be responsible for the broad FM transition in the present CFCO.

Figure 3 shows thefield dependent isothermalmagnetization curvesmeasured at several representative
temperatures. AboveTC, the observed linearmagnetization behavior is consistent with the PM feature. Below
TC, themagnetization increases sharply withfield and tends to saturate withfield up to about 2 T. The saturated
moment obtained at 7 T and 5 K is 3.1 μB f.u.

−1, which is slightly smaller than the completely local spinmoment
(3.7 μB f.u.

−1) for the high-spin Fe4+ and intermediate-spin Co4+ ions inCFCOdue to themetallic conductivity
as presented infigure 2(b). The observed coercive field is about 0.1 T at 5 K.With increasing temperature to
120 K, the coercive filed considerably decreases to <0.01 T (inset of figure 3). It is therefore expected that the
magnetic hysteresis should be negligible aroundTC.

Figure 4(a) shows a series of isothermalmagnetization curves between 150 and 210 K (applied field 0–6T)
spanning the ferromagnetic transition region to study theMCEofCFCO. The area between two isotherms
changes slightly, indicating a gradual variation in themagnitude of entropy change. As is well known, theArrott
plot (H/M versusM2) provides evidence to identify the nature ofmagnetic phase transition [27]. In general, a
negative slope of this plot indicates the occurrence of afirst-ordermagnetic transition such as amagnetostrictive
transition as observed in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 [28]. In contrast, a positive slope corresponds to a second-order
magnetic transition [29, 30]. From the viewpoint of practical application ofMCE, thematerial with a second-
ordermagnetic transition is advantaged over thatwith afirst-order one because of the lowhysteresis in both
thermal andmagnetic cycles [5, 31]. As presented in figure 4(b), all the Arrott curves at the vicinity ofTC in
CFCO showpositive slops, suggesting that the PM to FM transition in this compound is second-ordered. This is
also in accordancewith the temperature dependences ofmagnetic susceptibility and resistivity, where no
thermal hysteresis behavior is found aroundTC (figures 1(a) and 2(b)).

Figure 1.Temperature dependence of (a)magnetic susceptibility and its temperature derivative, and (b) inverse susceptibility. The
red line in (b) shows theCurie-Weiss fitting between 250 and 300 K.
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The negative values of the entropy change -ΔSM(T) can be calculated by the following formula [32]:

Δ−
′ + ′

=
∑

′ + ′
S

T T

T T2
1 2

2 1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

HereΣ is the area between twoMH curvesmeasured at temperaturesT1′ andT2′, respectively. Figure 5 shows
the temperature dependence of entropy change in awide temperature region (15–295 K)measured under
differentmagnetic fields. The peaks of these curves shift fromTC to∼190 Kwith increasingfield applied from0
to 6 T.When the appliedfield is 2 T, which is available for permanentmagnet in industry, themaximumof
−ΔSM is 2.5 J kgK−1. This is a largemagnitude for perovskiteMCEmaterials. Furthermore, when the applied
field increases to 6 T, themaximal value of−ΔSM increases to 5.9 J kgK−1, which is similar with those of thewell-
studiedMn-based perovskiteMCEmaterials such as La0.87Sr0.13MnO3 (5.8 J kgK

−1) [2, 33].
Since the FMphase transition temperature window is rather wide in the present CFCO, a largeworking

temperature is expected to occur.We therefore calculated the full width at halfmaximum (TFWHM) for the

Figure 2.Temperature dependence of (a) heat capacitymeasured at zeromagnetic field, and (b) resistivity respectivelymeasured at 0
and 7 Ton cooling and heating, and (c) themagnetoresistance (MR= [ρ(H)− ρ(0)]/ρ(0) × 100%) calculated using the cooling data.
The inset in (a) shows the specific heat of high-quality SrFe0.8Co0.2O3 single crystal.
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temperature dependent−ΔSMpeak by a Lorenz fitting. Figure 6(a) shows themagnetic field dependentTFWHM

ofCFCO. For comparison, some reportedTFWHM values on other perovskite oxides are also plotted in this figure
[28, 34, 35]. Apparently, theTFWHM values of SrFe0.5Co0.5O2.83 andCFCOare significantly larger than those of
BaFeO3 and the A-site doped LaMnO3, because several cooperated FM interactions coexist in the former two

Figure 3. Isothermalmagnetization curvesmeasured at three representative temperatures. Inset shows the low-fieldmagnetization
curves to clarify the coercive fields.

Figure 4. (a) A series of isothermalmagnetization curves across the FM transition temperature in 0–6 T. (b) Arrott plot (H/M versus
M2) constructed from themagnetization data.
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compounds. It indicates that the performance ofMCE can be enhanced by introducingmultiple FM interactions
to increase theworking temperature. According to the obtained−ΔSM,we calculated the refrigerant capacity by

the formula ∫ Δ= − S dTRC
T

T
M

1

2
asmentioned before. The calculated RC values at different fields are shown in

figure 6(b). Since the present CFCOpossesses awider working temperature (as characterized by the large

Figure 5.Temperature dependence of entropy change−ΔSMat differentmagnetic fields.T1 andT2 represent the both sides of the half-
maximumvalue of−ΔSM forH= 6 T.

Figure 6.Magnetic field dependent (a) full width at halfmaximum(TFWHM), and (b) refrigerant capacity (RC) of CFCOand other
perovskite oxides.
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TFWHM) and a considerable entropy change, it exhibits a promising refrigerant capacity. For example, the RC
value of CFCOobtained at 5 T (6 T) is 290 J kg−1 (355 J kg−1), which is almost the largest one observed in
perovskite oxides to the best of our knowledge and even is comparable with those exhibited by typical giantMCE
alloys such asGd5Ge2Si2 (305 J kg

−1) with afirst-ordermagnetic transition [2, 6, 32, 36].

4. Conclusions

The oxygen-full CaFe0.7Co0.3O3 single crystal was obtained for the first time by integrating floating zonemethod
and high-pressure treatment technique.Magnetization, specific heat, electric transport andmagnetocaloric
effect were studied in detail. A sluggish paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transitionwas observed in a broader
temperature region between 200 and 150 K. All the Arrott curves at the vicinity ofTC showed positive slops,
suggesting that themagnetic transitionwas second-ordered in nature. Accompanyingwith the FM transition, no
sharp anomaly was found in specific heat and resistivity at zeromagnetic field.However, at highmagnetic field,
the resistivity decreased considerably near the FM transition temperature, and amaximumMRvaluewas
observed atTC.On the basis of detailed isothermalmagnetizationmeasurements, the entropy changewas
obtained to be−ΔSM(T)≈ 5.9 J kgK−1 at 6 T, whichwas considerably large for perovskiteMCEmaterials.
Because of the broadening PM-FM transition in the present CFCO single crystal, a wider working temperature
regionwhichwas characterized by the value ofTFWHMof aΔSM(T) peakwas found. As a result, a significant
refrigerant capacity (355 J kg−1 at 6 T)was obtained. This value is almost the largest one in perovskite oxides and
even comparable to conventional giantMEC alloys likeGd5Ge2Si2 with afirst-ordermagnetic transition. In
consideration of thewideworking temperature, large−ΔSM(T) andRC, as well as excluding rare elements, the
present CaFe0.7Co0.3O3 provides a promising candidate formagnetic refrigeration.
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